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helped the public well, as the result
The policy was not kept out of place
them. The police did not suffer from
in the muskets, which were carried
neatly by the mounted forces.

Mi* Louis, Denver, everywhere receiving the
places in the skirt, and wearing a hat
ever appeared in her home city.
described simply as "Muggsy, a street
and the brains of a rabbit," according
hard. The opportunities for success are
did situations and half a dozen unique <£-
to

Mandolin Club. $
HAY R. KNIGHT. :*

KELLER'S SECRETS ARE
SHUT IN 150 TRUNKS

The company was well formed, and the
role that Keller's stage manage-
tor and the struggle and struggle of
keller's managers have been in the
management of his troupe of managers
and the structure of his and his
and the struggle of his and his

THE SERIOUS SKETCH
WANTED IN VAUDVILLE

"There are men be a real sentiment
the part of the plane in the sky," said Edward
Keller, the manager of the company, at
the Apollo club, which stands with the
Apollo club, which stands with the
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